We conducted an experiment to describe how social learners use information about the relation between payoffs and behavior. Players chose between two technologies repeatedly. Payoffs were random, but one technology was better because its expected payoff was higher. Players were divided into two groups: 1) individual learners who knew their realized payoffs after each choice and 2) social learners, who had no private feedback about their own payoffs, but in each period could choose to learn which behavior had produced the lowest payoff among the individual learners or which behavior had produced the highest payoff. When social learners chose to know the behavior producing the highest payoff, a model of imitating this successful behavior matches the data very closely. When social learners chose to know the behavior producing the lowest payoff, they tended to choose the opposite behavior in early periods, while increasingly choosing the same behavior in late periods. This kind of rapid temporal heterogeneity in the use of social information has received little or no attention in the theoretical study of social learning.
Introduction
In the evolutionary study of social learning, a fundamental hypothesis is that humans do not learn from other humans in a random way (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and McElreath, 2003; Richerson and Boyd, 2005) . Instead people discriminate when deciding with whom to associate and how to use the information embedded in their social group. Nonrandom social learning, via feedbacks between the individual and group levels, can produce complex behavioral dynamics. In particular, theory suggests that different forms of nonrandom social learning can lead to multiple equilibria (Boyd and Richerson, 1992; Bowles, 2004; Salganik et al., 2006; Efferson and Richerson, 2006) , run-away effects (Boyd and Richerson, 1985) , cultural group selection (Henrich, 2004) , the evolution of ethnically marked social groups (Boyd and Richerson, 1987; McElreath et al., 2003) , and occasionally even maladaptive behaviors (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Richerson and Boyd, 2005) .
To say that social learning is not random, however, is incomplete because different theories about the nature of the nonrandom forces yield radically different predictions. One type of nonrandom social learning that has received considerable attention postulates that individuals tend to imitate or reproduce behaviors that were successful in the past (Offerman and Sonnemans, 1998; Henrich and Gil-White, 2001; Camerer, 2003; Offerman and Schotter, 2005) . Indeed, all of evolutionary game theory rests on a particular version of this postulate (Weibull, 1995; Gintis, 2000; Bowles, 2004) . Imitating success, however, can take various forms. One could, for example, adopt the behavior estimated to have the highest mean payoff in the population. One could alternatively adopt the behavior that most recently produced the highest payoff in the population. Moreover, completely different types of payoffdependent social learning are possible. One could use behaviors that have previously produced low payoffs as negative examples (i.e. behaviors to avoid). Here we present an integrated approach combining theory and controlled experiments that allows us to identify the key features of payoff-dependent social learning. Specifically, we address dramatically different types of payoff-dependent social learning: imitating successful behaviors and avoiding unsuccessful behaviors.
In the appendix we develop a model of imitating successful behaviors and avoiding unsuccessful behaviors that formalizes the relationship between these two types of social learning and specifies when one is better than the other. As in the experiment we describe shortly, the setting involves two behaviors or "technologies."
Payoffs are stochastic, but one technology is optimal because its payoff distribution has a higher mean. Individuals know this, but they do not know with certainty which technology is best. In this situation, using information about the relationship between payoffs and choices can filter noisy feedback at the individual level into a valuable social signal.
To summarize the conclusions of the model, the value of avoiding unsuccessful behaviors versus imitating successful behaviors depends on interactions with other forces. In particular, under two symmetric payoff distributions with different means and equal variances, avoiding the most unsuccessful behavior is better than imitating the most successful behavior only if some force (e.g. the optimal technology is a recent innovation in a population of conformists) biases choices toward the suboptimal technology. Imitating the best is better under the opposite scenario, namely when some force (e.g. individual learning) biases choices toward the optimal technology. When no additional forces bias choices one way or the other, the two forms of payoff-dependent social learning are equivalent on average.
The intuition behind this result is straightforward. Imagine everyone chooses the sub-optimal technology in a period. In this case choosing the technology that did not produce the worst payoff is certain to identify the optimal technology in the next period. Analogously, when everyone chooses the optimum, choosing the technology that produced the best payoff is certain to identify the optimum. Exactly the same reasoning applies when individuals in the social group exhibit a mix of choices, but the effects are weaker. In particular, under a mix of choices either the optimal technology or the sub-optimal technology can produce the highest payoff and/or the lowest payoff in a social group. All combinations are possible, but the probability distributions over the various outcomes are typically not uniform. This is what gives payoff-dependent social learning its value.
Methods
With students at the University of Zürich and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, we conducted a set of experiments that allow us to describe precisely how social learners use information about the relationship between payoffs and behavior.
Specifically, in each period each player faced an individual choice between one of two technologies ("red" versus "blue"). Payoffs followed normal distributions, but one color was optimal because its payoff distribution had a higher expectation. Players did not know which color was better. They made choices for multiple blocks of 25 periods each. Each block of 25 periods had a randomly selected optimal color, but all players who played together had the same optimum. All of this was explained in the instructions before beginning a experimental session.
Players within a session were divided into two groups that played simultaneously.
In one group of 5 players, each player individually chose one of the two colors in each period and immediately received private information about her realized payoff.
These players did not have any information about other players, and thus we refer to them as individual learners. In the other group, composed of 6-7 players, in each period each player chose to access one of two types of social information: 1) the color that produced the lowest payoff among the group of individual learners or 2) the color that produced the highest payoff. This information was available after all individual learners had made their choices in a period but before a given social learner had made her choice. After communicating the social information, each social learner made a choice between the two colors privately and received a payoff. Realized payoffs, however, were never communicated to players in this group, and individual learning was not possible. We thus refer to these players as social learners. This design is valuable because it allows one to summarize social learning by simply plotting the proportion of social learners choosing one of the two options versus the proportion of individual learners choosing the same option.
The design is also valuable because it forced social learners to state their preferences with respect to learning about successful behaviors versus unsuccessful behaviors. If a given social learner chose to learn which color produced the highest payoff among individual learners, and then she chose the same color, this can be viewed as one form of imitating success. If she chose to learn about the worst payoff among individual learners and then chose the opposite color herself, this can be viewed as a form of payoff-dependent social learning that uses failure as a negative behavioral example. Although this type of social learning has received little attention, it could be related to the finding that experimental subjects show an extreme aversion to losses (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) in that avoiding unsuccessful behaviors could limit one's vulnerability to losses from the status quo. Avoiding unsuccessful behaviors could also be related to situations in which losses are relatively catastrophic, a concept formalized as risk dominance in game theory (Bowles, 2004) . In addition to imitating success and avoiding unsuccessful behaviors, social learners in the present experiment could also imitate the worst or do the opposite of the best. We discuss these possibilities below and in the appendix. To simplify the discussion, we will refer to imitating or doing the opposite of the best (IB or DOB) and imitating or doing the opposite of the worst (IW or DOW).
As we show in the appendix, the respective values of imitating the best and doing the opposite of the worst depend on interactions with other forces. In the experiment, the force most important is individual learning. If individual learning is effective, and thus individual learners increasingly choose the optimal color as time passes, imitating the best will correspondingly become more effective than doing the opposite of the worst. As Figure 1 shows, individual learning was effective. Individual learners chose the two colors with approximately equal probability in early periods, but the proportion of individual learners choosing the optimal color increased through time.
In the present experiment, social learners could do the opposite of the worst, imitate the worst, do the opposite of the best, or imitate the best. Moreover, a given social learner's choice in a given period was either optimal or sub-optimal.
This scheme provides 8 categories for the the choices of social learners. Figure   2 summarizes how choices were distributed among these 8 categories. The most common outcome by far was a social learner imitating the best and making an optimal choice as a result. The second most common outcome was doing the opposite of the worst and making an optimal choice. Interestingly, when accessing the color of the worst payoff, social learners also imitated the worst at a relatively high rate in a way that systematically yielded optimal choices. We return to this result shortly.
In the appendix, after developing a general model of imitating successful behaviors versus avoiding unsuccessful behaviors, we restrict the model to the specific experimental setting discussed here. This provides us with a theoretical prediction that a social learner who chooses to access the best color in a period will select the optimal color herself if she imitates. Figure 3 shows the theoretical prediction from this model and the actual data for social learners who chose to access the best color in a given period. The appendix includes a similar model for doing the opposite of the worst, and Figure 4 shows the theoretical prediction and data.
These figures show that the data and theoretical prediction match quite well for player by period combinations when the social learner wanted to know the best color. This tells us that social learners in these situations exhibited a strong tendency to imitate the best, which we also see in Figure 2 . Occasionally players did the opposite of the best, and these choices are responsible for the small deviations between theory and data. When the social learner wanted to know the worst color, theory and data do not match at all. In these cases, however, social learners did not simply randomize with equal probabilities over the two colors. As Figure 4 shows, choices instead are typically biased toward the optimal color.
To evaluate this finding, note that if individual learners are choosing the two colors with roughly equal probability, as in early periods, doing the opposite of the worst is better than imitating the worst. As individual learners accumulate information about which color is best, however, and thus focus on choosing that color, imitating the worst actually becomes better than doing the opposite of the worst. We discuss this further in the appendix, but the basic idea is intuitive. If almost everyone is choosing the optimum, any imitative strategy is better than using failure as a negative behavioral example, even if one imitates failure. If social learners make these kinds of assumptions about individual learners, they should switch from doing to opposite of the worst to imitating the worst. As they accumulate prior information from earlier periods, this could also accentuate the inclination to switch to imitating the worst.
When to switch, however, is a complex problem. If social learners vary in terms of their assumptions about individual learners, their switching points will vary, and this will lead to a thorough mix of imitating and doing the opposite of the worst. In particular, imagine that social learners accessing the worst color tend on average to switch from doing the opposite of the worst to imitating the worst, but a notable mix of the two strategies is generally present. In early periods, when optimal choices are more likely to be at low frequencies among individual learners, imitating the worst will suppress optimal choices relative to simply doing the opposite of the worst. In later periods, however, as optimality increases among individual learners, imitating the worst will actually encourage optimal choices. The mix of social learning strategies will flatten the imitation curve, as shown in Figure 4 . If the trends governing a switch from doing the opposite of the worst to imitating the worst are strong enough, however, choices will be biased toward the optimal color, also as in Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the proportion of social learners doing the opposite of the worst and imitating the worst by period. Trends in choices follow the pattern described above. In early periods, doing the opposite of the worst is more common than imitating the worst. The tendency to do the opposite of the worst, however, falls significantly, and the tendency to imitate the worst rises significantly. By the final period, social learners are doing each in roughly equal proportions.
In sum, social learners showed an interest in both successful and unsuccessful behaviors. Most commonly, they chose to learn about successful behaviors, which they then showed a strong tendency to imitate. Nonetheless, a notable proportion of the time social learners relinquished their opportunity to learn about success and instead chose to learn about the behavior that most recently produced the worst payoff. Social learners, however, did not simply choose the opposite behavior in this case. Rather they tended to choose the opposite of the worst behavior in early periods, while they would actually imitate the worst behavior in late periods.
This finding is in contrast to the typical assumption that the way people use social information changes on a time scale much slower than that of behavior itself. Overall, social learners exhibited consistency through time in their use of information about successful behaviors, and thus imitating the best provides an accurate description of their choices. Social information use, however, changed through time with respect to unsuccessful behaviors. They used such behaviors as negative examples in early periods, but positive examples in late periods. As a consequence, they managed to bias their choices consistently toward the optimum when choosing to learn about behaviors producing low payoffs.
A Experimental methods
The experiments were conducted in the laboratory of the Institute for Empirical
Research in Economics at the University of Zürich. Experiments were implemented entirely on a local computer network using the z-Tree software developed by Fischbacher (1999) . We recruited a total of 72 undergraduate students from the Uni-versity of Zürich and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. We ran a total of two sessions with 36 students in each session.
Students in each session were divided into 3 "worlds." Each world consisted of two groups. A group of 5 individuals received individual payoff information as described in detail below. These players were the individual learners. A group of 7 players who played simultaneously received no individual payoff information.
Instead, in each period each of these social learners could choose to learn which of the two colors had produced the lowest payoff among the individual learners or which color had produced the highest payoff.
Subjects were first informed they were participating in a laboratory experiment at the University of Zürich. Communication between subjects was not permitted.
Students earned points in the experiment, and 150 points was worth one Swiss franc (about 0.78 USD or 0.64 EUR).
Subjects were instructed that their task was to choose either a "blue" technology or a "red" technology in each period. Technologies generated points at random according to specific random processes. One technology, the optimal technology, had a higher average payoff but was otherwise like the sub-optimal technology. The color of the optimal technology was chosen at random with probability 50%.
The sub-optimal technology generated draws from a normal distribution with an expectation of 30 points and a standard deviation of 12 points. The optimal technology had a normal payoff distribution with an expectation of 38 points and a standard deviation of 12 points. Both distributions were truncated at 0 and 68.
Truncation means that the truncated and untruncated distributions had slightly different expectations and standard deviations. Payoffs were rounded to integer values, and thus the set of possible payoffs for both colors was {0, 1, . . . , 68}. We did not describe the payoff distributions to subjects in technical terms, but before they began the actual experiment we did provide them with an intuitively accessible demonstration of the random processes governing payoffs.
Specifically, the instructions before the experiment paid particular attention to the possibility that subjects may not have understood the formal concept of payoffs that follow probability distributions. Before the experiment started, subjects saw a demonstration of the two random technologies. In the demonstration, the optimal color was first determined with probability 50%. The optimal color was the same for each subject within a world but potentially different across worlds. Once an optimal color had been determined, the computer would take 250 draws from each of the two probability distributions for each subject individually. Two horizontal number lines from 0 to 68 appeared one beneath the other on the screen with one number line for each color. For each draw producing a specific value (e.g. 27 points for a red choice), the computer would place a little box (colored red or blue) along the appropriate number line (e.g. a red box at 27 for the number line being used to plot red draws).
For multiple draws producing the same payoff, boxes were stacked on top of each other. As a consequence, students essentially watched a histogram being built draw by draw on the screen in front of them. This allowed them an intuitive sense of the stochastic process even if they had no training in probability theory or data analysis. Moreover, while the histograms were being built, they knew which color was optimal (but only for the demonstration). They could thus see, as an example, that blue was producing payoffs centered around 38, while red was producing payoffs centered around 30. The histogram was explained to them in writing, and subjects could read the explanation repeatedly while the histograms were being built. After the first demonstration, an optimal color was selected, and the demonstration was repeated. The whole demonstration phase took 5-10 minutes.
After the demonstration had been completed, subjects were informed that one repetition of the experiment would last for 25 periods. The timing was as follows.
The computer first assigned the optimal color at random with probability 50%. The optimal color stayed the same for all 25 periods and was identical for each subject within a world. In each period, subjects chose between red and blue by indicating the desired color on the computer screen and clicking "OK." Immediately after making a choice, individual learners were informed privately about the realized number of points received. They also knew that the points from each period would be added up to yield a total payoff at the end of the entire experimental session.
Social learners were informed of the fact that in "the other part of the laboratory" a group of five individuals was facing the same two technologies with the same optimal color. Importantly, social learners also knew that subjects in the other group knew how many points they were making after each choice. In essence social learners knew that the players in the other group were receiving individual feedback.
Within each period, social learners were first given the choice to learn which color had just produced the lowest payoff in the other group or which color had produced the highest payoff. After making their choices, the relevant color was communicated to each social learner privately. Social learners then made their own choices. Social learners knew they would not receive information about their own payoffs until the entire session was over for the day.
The experiment was repeated three times for two worlds, five times for one world, and six times for three worlds, with the differences depending on the speed of the players and the time available. For those players repeating the experiment fewer times, show-up fees were adjusted spontaneously to equilibrate total payoffs across worlds as much as possible. The possibility of repeating the experiment less than six times and adjusting the show-up fee was not discussed before the experimental sessions.
After all repetitions, subjects answered a questionnaire that recorded basic sociodemographic characteristics like gender, age, and academic major. The questionnaire also asked about learning strategies. Individual learners were questioned about the events that led them to revise their choices. Social learners were asked if they thought the color producing the best payoff or the color producing the worst payoff was better social information. They were also asked to provide more detailed information about their assessment of the social information.
After the questionnaire, subjects received their total payoffs based on points summed over all six repetitions. The average payoff from actual play (i.e. not including show-up fees) was 31.66 CHF (24.69 USD; 20.26 EUR). Sessions lasted about 2 hours.
B Payoff-dependence, models and anti-models
Posit a reference technology, which can be thought of as an incumbent technology, called technology 0. The word "technology" is generic and includes anything, including behavior, that controls the rate at which inputs (e.g. time) yield outputs (e.g. food). Payoffs for technology 0 are a random variable, x, distributed according to the p.d.f. f (x) and the c.d.f. F (x). The mean payoff is µ 0 . An additional technology, which can be thought of as a technological innovation, is also available in the population. Call it technology 1. It brings random payoffs, y. With probability e technology 0 is optimal in the sense that the expected payoff from technology 1 when technology 0 is optimal is less that the expected payoff from technology 0:
With probability 1 − e technology 1 is optimal in that its expectation in this case, µ 11 is the greater of the two:
If technology 1 is optimal, payoffs are distributed according to g opt (y) and G opt (y), which are the p.d.f. and c.d.f. respectively. If technology 0 is optimal, payoffs for technology 1 are distributed according to g sub (y) and G sub (y).
Assume a person samples N individuals randomly from the previous period and ranks them according to their payoffs. Someone who imitates the best then chooses the same technology as the person in the sample who received the highest payoff in the previous period. Someone who does the opposite of the worst chooses the technology not chosen by the lowest paid person in the sample. Let I t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N } be a random variable specifying the number of people in the sample, taken at period t + 1, who choose technology 1 during period t. I t is thus binomial,
where q t is the proportion of the population choosing technology 1 in period t.
If i t = N , which happens with probability (q t ) N , someone who imitates the best chooses technology 1 with certainty and never chooses technology 0. In contrast, someone who does the opposite of the worst never chooses technology 1 but always chooses technology 0. If i t = 0, which happens with probability (1 − q t ) N , someone who imitates the best always chooses technology 0 and never technology 1, while someone who does the opposite of the worst always chooses technology 1 and never technology 0.
For the moment, assume N > i t > 0, and thus a mix of choices exists in the sample. To simplify the notation below, temporarily drop the "t" subscript from 
while the density over the highest payoff from the same distribution is
If technology 0 is optimal, the density over the lowest payoff from the sub-optimal technology 1 distribution is
while the density over the highest payoff in this case is
If technology 1 is optimal, the density over the lowest payoff from the technology 1 distribution is
and the density over the highest payoff is
0 distribution follows. To simplify notation below, denote this probability h 00 (i), which is only relevant when µ 0 > E[y] = µ 10 :
The ex ante conditional probability that the minimum payoff comes from the technology 0 distribution when technology 1 is optimal (i.e. E[y] = µ 11 > µ 0 ) is
In a similar fashion, the ex ante conditional probability that the highest payoff in the sample comes from the technology 1 distribution when technology 0 is optimal
The analogous ex ante conditional probability that the highest payoff comes from the optimal technology 1 (i.e. E[y] = µ 11 > µ 0 ) is
Taking account of (1) and the fact that technology 1 may or may not be optimal, the probability that imitating the best (IB) identifies the optimum (opt) is
(2) Figure 6 shows this probability as a function of q t for various values of e when the technology 0 distribution is N (0, 1), the sub-optimal technology 1 distribution is N (−1, 1) , and the optimal technology 1 distribution is N (1, 1).
The analogous probability for doing the opposite of the worst (DOW) is Figure 7 shows this probability as a function of q t for various values of e and the same distributions used for imitating the best immediately above.
With respect to the present experiment, e = 0, and so we define technology 1 as always optimal. For this specific case, the probabilities specified by (2) and (3) reduce to
and
In the case of the experiment, the payoff distribution for the sub-optimal technology 0 was N (30, 12), and the distribution for the optimal technology 1 was N (38, 12).
Both distributions were truncated at 0 and 68, and thus the standard deviations were slightly less than 12. Apart from some minor disturbances associated with truncation, both distributions were roughly symmetric. In addition, social learners did not sample from a larger population. Instead perfectly accurate social information was available in every period. As a consequence, only the conditional probabilities h 01 (i)
and k are conditional in two ways. First, the prediction is conditioned on whether a social learner chose to access the worst or best color in a period. Second, the prediction is conditioned on the number of individual learners choosing the optimal technology, which was information unavailable to social learners.
As Figure 8 shows, the two heuristics have symmetric value when the two distributions are both normal with equal variances. If one of the distributions is notably skewed or has a larger variance, this can matter considerably, but here we focus on the case with normal distributions and equal variances. The value of the two heuristics is symmetric in that doing the opposite of the worst has value when optimal choices are at low frequencies in exactly the same way that imitating the best has value when optimal choices are at high frequencies. A central question then centers around the forces controlling the frequency of optimality among the social group (i.e. q t ).
In the above model, we adopted a sampling interpretation. perhaps they also exhibit a tendency to use the most common technology, then such forces will initially keep the optimal technology at low frequency in the population.
In this case samples will be biased toward the sub-optimal technology and imitating the best will tend to perpetuate this phenomenon. Doing the opposite of the worst, however, will tend to identify the optimal innovation and initially have the opposite effect. If the new optimal technology also brings yields with a lower variance, this fact will further reduce the value of imitating successful behaviors relative to avoiding unsuccessful behaviors. Importantly, however, in a dynamical setting with feedbacks, when the same individuals are learning both individually and socially, maintaining the advantage of doing the opposite of the worst will be very difficult.
As it increases optimality, it simultaneously reduces its own value. Imitating success does not have this problem.
As a different approach, the sampling interpretation is not essential. If the social group is fixed and individual learners and social learners are separate, as we exogenously imposed in the experiment, the resulting model is the same as in (4) and (5). The interpretation is different, however, in that q t is the probability each individual learner chooses the optimal technology in the fixed social group. What does this mean for the dynamics of social learning in the experiment? If social learners believe that individual learners are initially impartial about which color is best (q t ≈ 0.5), imitating the best and doing the opposite of the worst are roughly equivalent in value. If social learners assume individual learners learn through time (∀t, q t+1 ≥ q t with a strict inequality for some t), imitating the best becomes better than doing the opposite of the worst. The speed of this process depends on the effectiveness, real or assumed, of individual learning.
Lastly, imitating the best and doing the opposite of the worst are not the only possible relations between social information and the subsequent choices of social learners. The social learner could also do the opposite of the best (DOB) and imitate the worst (IW). The probabilities of identifying the optimal technology under these two social learning heuristics are also shown in Figure 8 . Specifically, because only two colors are available, if imitating the best identifies the sub-optimal technology, doing the opposite of the best must identify the optimal technology. Thus the following must be true.
Similarly, it must also be true that
The equations mean that one can also compare the value of, say, imitating the worst versus doing the opposite of the worst by inspecting the relevant curve in Figure 8 . The proportion of individual learners choosing the optimal technology with 95% confidence intervals. The upward trend is highly significant (p < 0.01) when we regress the proportion choosing optimally on period using the method of Newey and West (1987) to correct for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation up to lag 3. In this case, the estimated coefficient for period is 0.016 and the R 2 value is 0.903. The proportion of social learners either imitating the worst or doing the opposite of the worst by period. In both cases, we regressed the proportion of players using one of the two heuristics against period using the method of Newey and West (1987) to correct for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation up to lag 3. In the case of doing the opposite of the worst, the trend is significant (p < 0.05), and the estimated coefficient for period is -0.004. In the case of imitating the worst, the trend is highly significant (p < 0.01), and the estimated coefficient for period is 0.003. 0 1 0.5 1 proportion of individuals in group choosing opt probability IB identifies the opt e = 0 e = 0.25 e = 0.5 e = 0.75 e = 1 Figure 6 : The probability that imitating the best identifies the optimal technology, P (opt | IB), as a function of the proportion of individuals in the group choosing the optimal technology, q t , for 5 different values of e. In this case, technology 0 brings payoffs distributed according to N (0, 1), while the sub-optimal technology 1 distribution is N (−1, 1), and the optimal technology 1 distribution is N (1, 1). 0 1 0.5 1 proportion of individuals in group choosing opt probability DW identifies the opt e = 0 e = 0.25 e = 0.5 e = 0.75 e = 1 Figure 7 : The probability that doing the opposite of the worst identifies the optimal technology, P (opt | DOW), as a function of the proportion of individuals in the group choosing the optimal technology, q t , for 5 different values of e. 
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Figure 8: For groups of 5 individual learners, the probability that imitating the best (IB) and doing the opposite of the worst (DOW) identify the optimal technology under the specific payoff distributions (N (30, 12) and N (38, 12) truncated at 0 and 68) used in our Zuerich experiments. As a reference against which to judge the statistical biases the two heuristics create, a constant probability of 0.5 is also shown.
